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Coming soon: lifeAssist Client Portal
lifeAssist is launching a new Client Portal, which
will make communication easier, information more
accessible and provide more options in how you or
your family manage the care received.
The portal will provide a link between lifeAssist
and a client’s family by allowing clients, and also
their family members they authorise to view and
collaborate on a client’s care.
The Client Portal is in the testing phase, and will
be trailed with a selected number of clients in the
coming months. lifeAssist expects that the Client
Portal will be in full use later this year.
With the arrival of Consumer Directed Care (CDC)
in Home Care, we are pleased to be extending the
philosophy of CDC by including our Client Portal.
As such, the new portal will provide greater
transparency and control to our clients.

With the new Client Portal, Clients will be able to;
•

Be more aware of their care schedule and
services: clients will be able to view schedule
information and access insights into it, request
changes, request new services or confirm
services have occurred through the portal

•

Access insights to their budget, view listed
invoices and statements and pay invoices by
credit card

•

Connect with other family members by sharing
and posting messages, or sharing their care
information through a private network

•

Choose from calling in or contacting us online,
clients can share documents with lifeAssist

The Client Portal will be accessible from a range of
devices, including computers, tablets and mobiles.
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from the Chief Executive’s desk
It’s hard to believe
that an entire year
has now passed
since UnitingCare
Community Options,
or UCCO, became
UnitingCare
lifeAssist. What a
year it has been!
Within weeks of becoming lifeAssist, we
unveiled our new user-friendly website,
which has helped people to quickly and
easily navigate their way through our
programs and services to find how lifeAssist
can help.
Having made it easier for people to locate a
service that suits their individual needs, we
streamline how we interact with clients and
potential clients.
To achieve this we launched our new
Customer Service Team so that in most
cases whoever answers a phone call or
opens an email is able to deal with the
enquiry.
The concept originated from our Client
Touchpoints Standards project which
identified the ideal level of service we
should strive to deliver at every stage of a
client’s contact with us.
In October we expanded geographically,
now offering Disability Solutions services to
people in the NDIS Barwon region, which
extends from Geelong through to Colac.
To meet the needs of a growing number of
clients in Barwon, we have recently opened
an office in central Geelong. Later this year
we will be running the Plan My Future
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masterclasses (funded by State Trustees).
You can read more about this on page 9.
Recently we have seen the transition of
Aged Homecare Packages to Consumer
Directed Care, or CDC.
lifeAssist has been a leader in the
sector when it comes to the principles of
Consumer Directed Care, from 2009 when
we undertook the People At Centre Stage
research project through to our special
edition of The Bugle in May this year.
We are so committed to the principles of
CDC that we are adopting these throughout
the entire organisation.
We have provided guidance to our clients
and other service providers, including
some substantial overseas agencies. We
have presented key addresses at several
national and international conferences this
year, with more scheduled.
Over the coming years we will see the
rollout of the National Disability Insurance
Scheme across Australia, while the May
Federal Budget foreshadowed changes
to Aged Homecare Packages to occur in
February 2017.
With all of the changes to Community
Care, both recent and future, you can
be assured that at lifeAssist we see this
as an opportunity to be innovative in our
service delivery with the needs, goals and
aspirations of our clients firmly at the heart
of everything we do.
“The secret of change is to focus all or
your energy not on fighting the old, but on
building the new.” – Socrates

lifeAssist partners with NAB Financial Planning
lifeAssist and National Australia Bank (NAB)
Financial Planning are pleased to announce the
commencement of a 12 month pilot program in
Melbourne’s eastern suburbs.
This pilot is expected to benefit NAB clients who
are approaching retirement. Many of these people
fall into what is known as the "sandwich generation"
where they are providing care for their ageing
parents, while also helping in the care of their
grandchildren.

dilemma of caring for a parent or relative at the
expense of their own retirement.”
NAB Financial Planning assists clients in growing
and protecting their wealth through help, guidance
and advice, and provide complimentary financial
planning consultations.
lifeAssist is pleased to be working in partnership
with NAB, and looks forward to seeing the program
benefit people in their caring role.

This in turn impacts their ability to enjoy their own
retirement, with many having to defer indefinitely all
of those things they have been planning for years.
The pilot program will involve NAB's Financial
Planners connecting this generation with the
services available from lifeAssist. This will give
people greater support in their caring role and
putting them back on track for their retirement
dream.
“We see this partnership with National Australia
Bank as a perfect example of how mylifeAssist can
work with the broader community,” said lifeAssist
Chief Executive, Gerry Mak.
“As Australia’s population continues to age, more
and more retirees will find themselves facing the
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Giving feedback is now easier than ever
TO MAKE it even easier than ever to provide
feedback, lifeAssist has added a client feedback
form to the website.

We value what our clients have to say about us.
Listening to feedback helps us deliver the highest
quality of services, helping us to meet the needs of
our clients.
We recognise that sometimes clients are more
comfortable providing feedback anonymously – the
new online feedback form allows for this.
Please note that we are unable to reply to feedback
which is provided anonymously. If you would like a
response, please leave a contact number or email
on the feedback form.
To leave feedback, visit lifeassist.org.au and click
Contact, then click Client Feedback.
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Where is the source of your happiness?
A Pastoral Reflection by Siew Kim Lim (lifeAssist Pastoral Care)

“A happy heart is good medicine, but low spirits sap one’s strength.”
HAPPINESS is a hot topic. The Happiness and its
Causes Conference was held in Sydney recently
with the Dalai Lama as a guest speaker. We all
want to be happy, but how can we achieve it?
When searching for answers, I found that
happiness is a feeling, hence temporary. People are
happy one moment and sad the next. Happiness
is circumstantial and cannot be bought, nor can
people expect anyone to make them happy.
I see happiness as a fruit of something that comes
from within – this something is joy. Happiness is
joy expressed, overflowing from the inside out.
Joy is your centre and is present, regardless of
what happens around you. It is steadfast, strong,
reassuring and draws on sources which are stable.
On a personal note, this centre is my Christian
faith. My faith has been my stability, has kept me
sane and has seen me through many tough times.
Despite everything, the joy within me has never
diminished. It’s like the fire that warms a cold,
frightened, discouraged heart. Quite a powerful
metaphor considering it is winter. For those with
other faiths or no faiths, your stability could come
from your strong sense of values or mission in life.
Joy is a gift that needs to be cultivated, nurtured,
and practiced. I see it as the wisdom that comes
from within – whether innate, spiritual or learnt,
you are able to draw from this well. You can be in

(Proverbs 17:22)

a difficult situation yet experience a sense of quiet
joy within or acknowledge the good in tough times.
I experienced this recently when I was grieving the
loss of someone, I felt an inner joy that I had the
privilege to have known this person.
Joy satisfies. When you are joyful there is no need
for anything more. Think of joy like a potted plant
– where the root of the plant is your faith or centre,
the soil and nutrients is what feeds the joy, and
happiness are the flowers it grows.
So, in summary, here’s my recipe for happiness:
H – Happy: “A happy heart is good medicine, but
low spirits sap one’s strength” (Proverbs 17:22).
Take spoonfuls of this medicine often!
A – Attitude: It is said that attitude gives you
altitude. Your attitude to things can give you more
mileage. Try laughing more often!
P – Purpose: Find a purpose each day. Try one
new or different thing each day and enjoy the task.
Where there’s purpose, there is hope for tomorrow.
P – People: Link up, build new bridges or restore
burnt down ones. It takes courage, but it is possible.
Y – You: Only you can make you happy. Build and
cultivate the joy from within. As these winter months
will turn into spring, happy thoughts will transform
you from inside out.
Today, I choose happiness and joy.

Pastoral care is a service available to our clients. To contact us about the Pastoral Care program, please contact your consultant.
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lifeAssist carers attend
Happiness Conference
In June, lifeAssist was able to send 20 carer clients to the
Happiness and its Causes Conference held in Sydney.
This two day conference was attended by the Dalai Lama and
many other influential speakers. The conference discussed tools
and techniques for emotional wellbeing, resilience and fulfilment.
Below is a snapshot of reflections by clients who attended.
WHEN I received the invitation to “Happiness and
Its Causes Conference” from lifeAssist it touched my
day. I always hoped that I could attend a seminar or
forum which focused on emotional wellbeing.
Every day and every moment is demanding when
you are caring for someone who has extra needs. It
is exhausting, tiring, and difficult. There are always
heavy feelings on your shoulders.
You often think about wanting to run away so you
can leave everything behind. You feel like you are
depressed because you are so fed up.
However, at the Happiness and its Causes
Conference we talked about resilience, compassion
and emotional wellbeing. Listening all the speakers
was inspiring and it began to heal my emotions.
There were speakers from all over the world – USA,
UK, New Zealand and India. They talked about
their personal and family experiences and how they
coped when they were experiencing the greys and
darkness of life.

FOR MANY of us this is the first trip away without
any responsibilities! (The Dalai Lama) was a
delightful man with words of peace and love to
share, his joyous giggle had everyone smiling. This
was a once in a lifetime trip. I will remember this
forever.

– This reflection is thanks to Tracey
THIS CONFERENCE has given me renewed energy
in facing my daily task as a carer and gave me time
to focus on my needs. After many years of looking
after my husband with health problems, I have found
myself running on pretty low self-esteem and losing
my ‘glass half full’ attitude to life! I feel refreshed.

– This reflection is thanks to Iris
IT WAS an extraordinary opportunity to attend...
the mere fact of going to something like this was
fantastic. The trip itself, the getaway it afforded us,
and the hope and inspiration we took away from it
will live in our hearts forever. Thank you.

– This reflection is thanks to Beryl

I met many new people in the lifeAssist group. We
talked about our roles, we got to know each other,
and felt the relief knowing that there are other
people out there who understand what it is like to
care for someone. We all understood that we have
a demanding, emotionally harsh role.We accept that
we not only need rest, but emotional healing.
After spending the two days at the Happiness
Conference, I have started to build up my ability to
grow the happiness within me.

– This reflection is thanks to Jasmine
Photo: Rusty Stewart
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Homeshare provides unique living opportunities
With Melbourne's property and rental market become more expensive, and with people needing a
little help to stay in their own home, Homeshare is the innovative solution that is helping many.
HOMESHARE is helping people who are aged or
people with a disability remain in their homes and
communities with the assistance of a homesharer.

Homeshare: a case study

In lieu of rent, the homesharer is asked to provide
up to 10 hours of practical assistance around
the home; helping with tasks such as gardening,
cleaning, pet care or meal preparation.
lifeAssist Homeshare Coordinator, Jeremy Picknell
said the homeshare agreement is a special
arrangement that is mutually beneficial.
“The householder benefits from the practical
assistance and the security of having someone live
with them and the homesharer enjoys sharing the
home of a mature person,” said Jeremy.
Leah, 32, is a PhD student currently living in a
homeshare with householder Adelle, 79.
“I like that I get to give towards someone’s life...
When I moved to Australia I lost my connection
to the older generation through my grandparents.
Being a homesharer has given that back to me,”

Elly and Tania were matched in the Homeshare
program by lifeAssist. Elly is in her 70s and
Tania is in her 40s. They live in the Whitehorse
area. As soon as they began living together they
became friends. The practical support given by
Tania helps Elly live longer in her own home, and
Tania is able to pursue her passion for art – she
is a commission artist.

General Manager of Flatmates.com.au, Thomas
Clement said homeshare is becoming more popular.

lifeAssist sponsors international
Homeshare conference

“In a time where the commodity of property is so
high, it seems unimaginable that someone would
offer a room rent free... those who are applying
for (Homeshare) aren’t doing so just for the free
rent, they are applying for the opportunity to make
someone's life a little better.”

lifeAssist is pleased to be sponsoring the event, as
well as have lifeAssist Executive Manager Disability
Solutions, Helen Killmier, speak at the congress.

A portion of this article was first published at flatemates.com.au

THE FOURTH World Homeshare Congress will be
held in Melbourne this year, from the 5th to the 6th
of November.

Killmier will be speaking about Homeshare in
Victoria, showcasing our own Homeshare program
to an international audience.
The conference includes speakers from the USA,
UK, Germany, France and New Zealand.

Above: If you're interested in being a part of
Homeshare, speak to our Homeshare Coordinators
Jeremy (left) or Peri (right).
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Homeshare is increasing in popularity worldwide as
it is a mutually beneficial arrangement.
For more information on this conference or to
attend, visit the events page on our website.

Consumer Directed Care in action
THIS YEAR lifeAssist has been busy helping our
clients who have a Homecare Package make the
transition over to the Consumer Directed Care
(CDC) model.
On 1st July 2015, CDC became the basis on which
all government Homecare Packages are delivered.
CDC will give the consumer increased choice,
flexibility, transparency and control.
lifeAssist Program Manager Positive Ageing, David
McCoy, said that communication is key while helping
clients transition over to the CDC model.
"We use simple and plain communication when
explaining the details."
"Our clients like they are now receiving a monthly
statement which shows them where their money is
being spent and how much they have left."

lifeAssist has been at the forefront of CDC
development, delivery and education since the
approach was first suggested almost 10 years ago.
lifeAssist's four pillars of CDC were developed after
extensive research and consultation into the model.
During consultation, our clients identified areas
which are important to them: choice, control,
capacity building and transparency.
These areas are those we stand for and we provide
services and information shaped by these pillars.
Left: lifeAssist Program
Manager, David McCoy
says that communication
is key when helping
transition a client's
homecare package over to
the CDC model.

In May lifeAssist published a special edition of The Bugle. This edition explained what CDC is and
how it affects level 2 and 4 homecare packages. If you would like a copy of this special edition, it is
available to be downloaded from our website: lifeassist.org.au

Self-Funded Care is helping more remain independent
AS AUSTRALIA'S population ages, many retirees
are finding themselves with the responsibility of
caring for a loved one. As such, many people put
their retirement travel plans on hold indefinitely.

According to mylifeAssist Coordinator, Rebecca
Sieber, many people see a few days away as risky.
"This is because either a parent wouldn’t be able
to cope without them, or the guilt they would feel if
something happened while they were away."
mylifeAssist has seen an increase in people
accessing self-funded care, either for themselves, or
to assist in caring for their elderly parents.
“Some factor in the small cost of the care into their
holiday, other finish their holiday a few days earlier,
using that cost saved to provide self-funded care to
their parents,” Rebecca said.
“It gives them peace of mind knowing that Mum or
Dad are fully cared for while they are away, and that
they are taken care of in case of an emergency.”

Above: Rebecca Sieber (right) enjoying the garden
with mylifeAssist client, Beryl (left).

Contact the mylifeAssist team today to see how selffunded care can help you and your family.

The Bugle
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Seniors enjoy a taste in memory
Alzheimer’s is affecting more and more Australians each year. Tastes to Remember helps raise
community awareness about memory loss, as well as support those who care for those effected.
OVER 170 seniors, many of them who provide care
to a person with memory loss, gathered in Box Hill
Town Hall in June to attend the Tastes to Remember
Forum, co-hosted by lifeAssist.
Tastes to Remember is a forum targeted at culturally
and linguistically diverse groups in the Eastern
Metropolitan region. The forum uses food and
culture to spark discussions around dementia and
memory loss.
“People from culturally and linguistically diverse
groups in our community are faced with barriers
when trying to access dementia services, often due
to language differences and cultural expectations,”
said lifeAssist Executive Manager, Positive Ageing,
Wina Kung.

recognise the loved one caring for them.”
lifeAssist offers respite services to carers living in
the Eastern and Northern Metropolitan region.
Respite services give carers time to rest, pursue an
activity that they can’t do while in their caring role, or
simply get tasks done which are neglected as care
for their loved one is prioritised.
Tastes to Remember was co-hosted by UnitingCare
lifeAssist, Alzheimer’s Australia and the Migrant
Information Centre, Box Hill, with a grant provided
by the Inner East Melbourne Medicare Local.
If you would like to know more about the respite
which lifeAssist provides, talk to us today to see
how was can assist you.

“Tastes to Remember is an important forum
for people in these communities to learn about
dementia and memory loss and the services and
support available to them.”
According to Alzheimer’s Australia, there are
currently 342,800 Australians living with dementia,
with that number expected to increase to 400,000 in
less than ten years.
“It was so nice to be mingling together, tasting and
talking,” said a first time participant of Tastes to
Remember, Youssef Said.
“There were lots of things which we were told which
I’ve never heard before – all the information on
memory was really helpful.”
Dementia is the single greatest cause of disability in
Australians aged 65 years or older. Australia faces
a shortage of more than 150,000 paid and unpaid
carers for people with dementia by 2029.
“Carers often feel forgotten, putting in many hours of
unpaid care to look after a spouse, family member
or close friend,” said lifeAssist Program Manager,
Carer Wellbeing, Zana Basic.
“The toll is often high for those caring for someone
with dementia or memory loss, who may not even
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Above: members from the Box Hill Chinese Senior
Citizens' Club enjoy the forum.
Below: lifeAssist Consultant, Janice Parfitt, uses an
onion to explain the different layers of memory.

lifeAssist feels at a home in NDIS Barwon region
TO BETTER provide services in the Barown region,
lifeAssist has opened a new office in Geelong. This
office will be used by our Disability Solutions team.
Additionally, lifeAssist was officially welcomed into
the Geelong Chamber of Commerce.

The new office is open every Tuesday and every
Wednesday, and is located in the Geelong CBD, just
blocks away from the National Disability Insurance
Scheme's Geelong headquarters.

Executive Manager Disability Solutions at lifeAssist,
Helen Killmier, highlighted the importance of a local
presence.
“Our new office in Geelong helps us better meet
the needs of our growing number of clients in this
region. The Disability Solutions team and I look
forward to assisting people in the Barwon Region.”

Above: The new office address is Level 1, 27-31
Myers Street, Geelong VIC 3220.

Assistance in Barwon region

Plan my Future Masterclass
THE Plan My Future Masterclass is a workshop
which aims to help individuals and their families
develop skills in advocacy, creative thinking,
innovation and problem-solving to help achieve the
very best outcome from the NDIS planning process.

UnitingCare lifeAssist offers a range of services
within the Barwon region of Victoria as part of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) trials.
Financial Intermediary Services - Whether you
receive support funding or self-fund your own
support services, we can help you get the most from
your funds and manage your supports by acting as
your financial intermediary.  
Homeshare - The Homeshare program offers you
support to remain independent in your own home,
along with providing companionship and security
through a live-in homesharer.

The practical workshop will be led by people with
expertise in these key areas and will be delivered in
the Barwon region from late August/September, with
the potential to be delivered across Victoria.
The content for the workshop is based on
information provided by individuals and their families
about their needs through a recent survey.
lifeAssist was awarded funding from State Trustees
to develop and stage the initial workshops for
people with a disability and their families in the
Barwon region.
If you are interested in attending a masterclass,
please register your interest with:
susan.konstantas@lifeassist.org.au

Circles of Support - Our staff work with individuals
and families over several weeks or months to help
you develop your own personal networks of support.
Transition Planning - We help you plan for life
changes so you are able to achieve your goals. We
provide support as you transition from one stage of
life to the next, and help you plan where you want to
be and how you can get there.

The Bugle
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Ready to assist you and ready to assist someone you love
I’m getting
unsteady
on my feet...
what will
happen to
me if I have
a fall?
It is just so
much harder
to look after
everything now
I’m on my own.

Mum has found it
hard to manage in
the house since
Dad passed away...
I’m worried for her.

My kids are busy
with their own
families, so I
don’t want to ask
them for help.
I don’t drive much
these days, so
getting around is
difficult, especially
when I go shopping.

How will I
manage at
home while I
recover from
my operation?
WHEN faced with making decisions about aged
care, most people leave it too late. By the time they
start looking at their options they are already at a
crisis point. They end up making important decisions
without having much time to assess their options.
mylifeAssist consultants can help you anticipate
difficult decisions and relieve the stress on your
family. We have a range of options to match
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Dad isn’t
ready to go
into a nursing
home. He only
needs a little
help around
the house.

Dad looks
after Mum,
but now he
needs to go
to hospital...
Who will
check in on
Mum when
I go on
holidays?

Grandpa has a
government funded
package but there
are some things it
doesn’t cover...

you with a solution which is tailor-made for your
situation, and which evolves as your needs change.
Our consultants are here to help. They have years
of experience and a wealth of knowledge to help
you understand your options to help you make the
right decisions.
Contact mylifeAssist today to see how they can
assist you or assist someone you love.

National Carer Gateway to be developed
THE Australian Government has committed
$33.7 million over four years to establish the
National Carer Gateway, with a Carer Gateway
Advisory Group to provide advice and inform the
development and implementation of the Gateway.
The National Carer Gateway will help carers access
information and support, and help them maintain
their caring role.
The gateway will comprise of a national telephone
contact centre, including a new 1800 number,
a website with carer-specific information and a
service finder to make it easier for carers to find the
information and support they need.

The people contributing to the research come from a
mix of socio economic backgrounds and will include
both employed and unemployed carers, as well as
organisations supporting carers.
Information on how to participate on the online
survey is available on the Australian Market
Research website.
For more information on the national carer gateway,
please visit: www.dss.gov.au

Membership of the Carer Gateway Advisory Group
was drawn from service providers, peak bodies and
individuals who have carer-specific expertise.
The consumer research started in June, and will
underpin the development of the National Carer
Gateway.
The research will involve input from over 1000
participants across Australia, including mini focus
groups, phone interviews, in home interviews and
an online survey.

Above: the gateway will help carers access
information and support. The gateway began
development in June.

lifeAssist welcomes new Executive Manager
AFTER extensive
experience in the notfor-profit and local
government sectors, Helen
Killmier joins lifeAssist
as Executive Manager,
Disability Solutions.
“I am very excited about
joining lifeAssist… the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS) is bringing much change to our
sector, and I look forward to be leading the Disability
Solutions team at lifeAssist into this new future,"
Helen said.
Helen is a multi-talented person. She is an
experienced not-for-profit board member, is a
Registered Psychologist and is also a member of

the Australian Psychological Society.
Additionally, Helen is a Graduate of Australian
Institute of Company Directors and an Honorary
Fellow of Melbourne University.
Helen is currently finishing her PhD.
"I have always been interested in sense of
community and place attachment – which is what
my PhD research is about."
Helen is actively engaged in delivering lifeAssist
services within the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS) framework.
lifeAssist is excited to have Helen join the executive
team, and looks forward to achieving a 'good life for
all' with her as she leads our Disability Solutions.

The Bugle
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DONATIONS

ABOUT US

At UnitingCare lifeAssist, we believe that older
people, people with disabilities and carers shouldn't
need to rely on donations for their day-to-day needs,
but that doesn't mean we don't still need your help!
When you make a donation to lifeAssist, you can
choose to donate to the wider organisation, or to
donate to our Realising A Dream Fund.
When you donate to the organisation, your
contribution helps fund innovation and improvements
including research, and new pilot programs.
Our Realising A Dream fund provides grants directly
to clients to help fund one-off items and services
which will help them realise a particular goal.
Your tax deductible donation can make a lasting
difference in someone’s life.
YES! I would like to make a donation to:
Realising A Dream fund

lifeAssist

Please use my donation where it is needed most
Name: _____________________________________
Address: ___________________________________
State:____________ Postcode: _________________
Ph: ________________________________________
Email:______________________________________
Please indicate an amount you would like to donate:
$10

$25

$50

UnitingCare lifeAssist is a community services
organisation, dedicated to assisting people to live
good lives in their own homes and communities.
We have been supporting older people, people with
disabilities and the unpaid carers who support them
since 1987. Each year we support around 4,000
Victorians.
Our vision is to achieve ‘a good life for all’ regardless of
circumstances. We aim to support people in achieving
the goals they have and living the life they hope for.
We are proud to operate as part of the UnitingCare
Australia network which provides social services
to over 2 million people each year in 1,600 sites in
remote, rural and metropolitan Australia.
Proud member of

CONTACT US
lifeAssist Head Office
Ground Floor,
Building 5
Brandon Office Park
530-540 Springvale Rd
Glen Waverley  3150

$100

Other: $______________________
(all donations over $2 are tax deductible)

Payment method
Cheque (payable to lifeAssist)

1300 ASSIST (1300 277 478)

Electronic Funds Transfer
Account Name: lifeAssist
Ref: RealisingDream OR lifeAssistDonation
BSB: 083-214 Account Number: 035597732

Commonwealth Respite and
Carelink Centre
Business Hours:1800 052 222
After Hours: 1800 059 059
(03) 9239 2500
TTY: 133 677
Fax: (03) 9239 2522

lifeassist.org.au

Credit Card Please contact Helen Finn on
9239 2500 with your credit card details and
payment can be processed over the telephone.
Please mail this completed form to our Head Office.
Our address is listed under the Contact Us section to the right.

#

Interpreters available on request, please call: 131 450

